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Abstract

By using emittance and reflectance radiation models, the effects of angle of observation, polar-

ization, and spectral content are analyzed to characterize the geometrical and physical properties--

reflectivity, emissivity, orientation, dielectric properties, and roughness--of a sensed surface. Based

on this analysis, the use of microwave, infrared, and optical sensing is investigated to assure the

perception of surfaces on a typical lunar outpost. Also, the concept of employing several sensors on a

lunar outpost is explored. An approach for efficient hardware implementation of the fused sensor sys-

tems is discussed.

Introduction

Human presence on the lunar surface for extended periods of time (for up to 2 years at the

beginning of the next millennium) will require extensive supporting capabilities including habitat

modules, power generation modules, operational control modules, and life support modules. Em-

placement of this evolutionary lunar base will require preliminary robotic missions such as surface

exploration or mining for construction purposes. Because of specific illumination conditions in space

and mission requirements, achieving these operations---either automated or teleoperated--requires

advanced sensing technologies to assure perception of the lunar scene at any time and in any location

by a vision system.

*Marie-France Collin is on leave of absence from ITMI, BP 177, 61 Chemin du Vieux Chine, 38244

Meylan Cedex, France.
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The scene perception and interpretation capabilities of the vision system being designed at the

NASA/Johnson Space Center with the collaboration of ITMI, France, will be based on physical mod-

els that underlie the reflection and emission radiations phenomena. These physical models take into

account the relationship between environmental illumination (which can be active in the presence of

radar sensors or passive in the presence of thermal or visible sensors), surface parameters, and per-

ceived data. Physical models will be used jointly with fuzzy logic techniques to perform fusion of the

multisensor data and to interpret the physical and geometrical properties of the sensed surfaces. The

perception system architecture is represented by the following scheme (fig. 1), which shows sensor

selection and fusion modules.
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Figure 1. Perception system architecture.

This paper first presents the reflectance and emittance models on which sensor selection and

sensor fusion are based. These models allow us to understand the effect of surface parameters on the

response of multiple sensing devices. The constitutive key parameters are roughness, the dielectric

constant, orientation, temperature, and emissivity of the surface. These surface parameters are need-

ed for scene perception and interpretation in the context of planetary operations. The second part of

the paper, which is based on reflectance and emittance model analysis, presents the effect of these
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key parameters on sensor responses for different sensors. The third part of the paper deals with a

method being developed to assure the perception and interpretation of the scene for space operations.

Physics of perception

In the remote sensing field, perception models have been used extensively to characterize sur-

faces for Earth observation purposes [1]_2)_Sl_4]. The models presented here are issued from this

domain. The following sections will present a survey on the most commonly used theoretical models

for scattering and emission mechanisms.

Scattering models

Energy reflected offa surface and received by a remote sensing device is related to a scattering

coefficient, Opq, that is dependent on surface physical properties. The subscript pq indicates that the

received field is p-polarized and the transmitted field is q-polarized. The most common values for p

and q are horizontal and vertical polarizations. To obtain a numerical solution of the scattering coef-

ficients, o_, several models have been developed that depend on the frequency range of illumination

and on surface geometry. By making assumptions on the scattering mechanisms, it is then possible

to get relatively simple numerical solutions for the scattered coefficients.

According to the Kirchoff approximation, a scattered field can be estimated using the Fresnel

reflection coefficients R v and R h for vertical and horizontal polarizations. As shown in the following

expressions [s], these coefficients depend on the electrical properties of the surface and on the incident

angle:

R h = [p_ose - (p_- sin_O)z_]/[ p_o6O + (pe- sin_0 )v2]

R = [ccosO - (pe- sinSO)_Sll[eoosO + (pe- sinsO)_s)
U

Using the Kirchoff approximations, numerical simplification leads to the scattered coefficients

estimation first derived by Beckmann-Spizzichino (7).

om = ozpq÷ aspq + aspq
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olpq isthe specularreflectionterm, and O2pqand o3pq are due to the surfaceroughness and slope

effects,respectively.Figure 2 presentsa typicalbackscatter_ngresponseas a functionofthe inci-

dence angle (}usingdifferentvaluesofthe standarddeviationofthe'surfaceheightso (representing

the surfaceroughness).
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Figure 2. Typical backscattering for a composite surface model.

Emission models

Emission models are the governing models for passive sensors such as infrared sensors and

radiometers(passivemicrowave sensing)..The spectralbrightnessBf (inW.m-2.sr -l.Hz-1) per-

ceivedby a thermal sensor is rela_ectto th_ physical temperature T Of the surface and to the surface

emissivity coefficient e (9 r, p) as formulated by the following equation using Planck's radiation law:

Bf ( gr,p ) = e( gr,P )2hf3 c'_2 ( exp/*f/yl"'- 1) -1
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whereh, f, c, and/z are, respectively, Planck's constant, the frequency, the velocity of light, and the

Boltzmann constant; e (8 r , p) is the emissivity perceived from the observation angle 8r with respect

to the surface normal; and p is the polarization of the perceived radiation.

To simplify an analysis of emitted radiations, the theoretical models are divided into two cate-

gories: (1) high-frequency models and (2) low-frequency models. These models are presented in the

following paragraphs.

The low-frequency model allows us to simplify the exponential term of Planck's radiation law

when hf/kT < < 1, which is also equivalent to _T > 0.77 with _ in meters and T in Kelvin.

The Rayleigh-Jeans, or low-frequency approximation, of Planck's radiation law is

Bf(Or,P) - 2k/_t2 e(Or,P)T

From this equation it appears that, in the microwave region, radiation emitted by the surface lin-

early depends on surface temperature. Therefore, considering the radiations emitted by the surface

only, a radiometer provides a brightness temperature measurement T b that depends on the surface

parameters. T b is defined as

Tb(Or, p) = e(Or,P)T

In the case of thermal equilibrium, emissivity is defined as [6]

e(0 r,p) = 1 - r(0 r,p)

where r ( er, p ) is the reflectivity of the surface when illuminated with an incident angle 8 r with re-

spect to the surface normal.

At high frequencies, Planck's radiation law is reduced to a simpler model when hf/kT > > 1,

which is also equivalent to _T < 0.77 with _ in meters and T in Kelvin. Using a high-frequency ap-

proximation, Planck's law is reduced to

Bf ( er,p ) - e( 8r,P )2hf3c-2exp-hf/kT

At highfrequencies,theemissivityisadequatelymodelizedby a Lambertian law forany surfacetype.

Using thepreviousformulation,theperceivedintensityatthesensoristhen
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g=(1 -o0/4)2hf3c -2 1 exp-hf/kT (if

The emitted intensity is therefore a function of physical temperature and dielectric constant of the

surface (through %) but is independent on the observation angle.

An example of temperature brightness given by a thermal sensor is shown as a function of the

surface temperature in the following figure (fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Radiant temperature for typical materials.

Key parameters

From theoreticalmodeling of scatteringand emission,itappears thatsensorresponsesare

mostlydependenton surfaceparametersmrou_hness and dielectricconstant---onviewingparameters

mincidence and observationangles--andon sensorcharacteristics--frequencyand polarization.The

purposeofthissectionistounderstandtowhat extenttheseparametersareaffectingsensorresponse.

Thisparametric analysisshouldthenleadtotheselectionofa sensingconfiguration(sensor,sensor

mode, and frequencyrange)thatisthemost sensitivetoa requiredparameter.
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Bypresentingexperimentaldataasa functionofincidenceangle,the surfaceparameters,the

sensorfrequency,and thepolarizationeffectsare illustratedinthefollowingparagraphs.

_ou_hness

The most affectingparameter isthesurfaceroughnessparameter. Roughness affectsboth the

intensityan_dndshape ofthereflectionand emissionpattern.The higherthe roughness,themore dif-

fusethescattering.Therefore,ifthereisa way todistinguishbetween a specularreturnand a diffuse

return(whichwillbe discussedlater),surfaceroughnesscan be estimated.The perceptionofa sur-

faceas eithersmooth orrough thenallowsus toselecttheappropriatescatteringand emissionmodel

withwhich torecoverothersurfaceparameters.

From theoreticalanalysisand experimentalobservations,the effectsofsurfaceroughnesson

sensorresponsescan be summarized asfollows:

A planarsurfaceissmooth when

- ko < 0.2,where oisthestandarddeviationofsurfaceheights.

- with activesensors,thecross-polarizedreturnisnegligiblecompared todirectpolarizationfor

near normal observationangles;atgrazingangles,theyhave thesame orderofmagnitude.

- with activesensors,the directpolarizationmay be eithervery high or verylow depending on

theobservationand incidenceangles.

- with passivesensors,the relativedifferencebetween perpendicularreturnsishigh at high

observationanglesand verylowatnearnormal angles.

A planarsurfaceisrough when

- ko > 1.0

- with activesensors,the cross-and direct-polarizedreturnspresentapproximately the same

intensitylevelforany observationangle.

- with passivesensors,the relativedifferencebetween perpendicularreturnsislow forallob-

servationangles.

An intermediateroughness surfacepresentsintermediatebehaviorsforemitted and scattered

intensitieswhen

- the surfacebehaves likea smooth surfaceatnear normal anglesand likea rough surfaceat

higherangles.
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thesurfacepresentstwo roughnessscales.The small-scaleroughnessispredominant athigh

angles,and thelarge-scaleroughness(orlocallysmooth surfaceoftheKirchofftheory)predom-

inatesnear normal angles(< 30 deg).

Dielectric constant

The dielectric constant is a clue parameter for scene interpretation since it allows us to disting-

uish objects on the basis of their surface material and composition.

The dielectric constant is the second most influential surface parameter after surface rough-

ness. This constant affects sensor response through the Fresnel reflection coefficient R. Since the

Fresnel coefficient influences both reflection and emission, the dielectric constant will affect both

passive and active sensing devices.

As seen in the scattering models, the intensity of reflected radiations for a planar surface is a

product of a roughness term (which depends on viewing and incident angles) and a reflection coeffi-

cient. Therefore, for a given roughness and observation angle, the increase of dielectric constant will

increase the sensor return.

Because the dielectric constant of material is a measure of its permittivity to incident radia-

tions, the dielectric constant is a function of incident frequency. At low frequencies (microwaves are

typical of low frequencies), the dielectric constant is highly related to the water content or moisture

of materials. It provides, therefore, a useful clue for object or surface identification and is also useful

when assuring the safety of mobile rovers in wet areas. In low-frequency domains, the dielectric

constant of material varies from about 2 for dry soil to about 84 for water.

At high frequencies, the dielectric constant is related to material density. For most soils and

materials, the dielectric constant ranges from 2 to 8 at high frequencies. In high-frequency domains,

the dielectric constant is almost frequency-independent and much less sensitive to moisture.

To summarize, the effects of the dielectric constant on reflection and emission are as follows:

• For all frequencies, an increase of dielectric constant increases reflected intensities while it de-

creases the emitted intensities.

• The effectofdielectricconstantismore sensitiveat microwave frequenciesthan itisat visible

frequenciesbecauseofitswider variationatlowfrequencies.
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The effect of dielectric constant is different for horizontally or vertically polarized radiations.

For smooth surfaces, the reflection coefficient is higher for horizontal polarization than it is for

vertical polarization. This effect is inverted, however, for emitted radiation because of the

complementary behavior of emissivity and reflectivity.

Frequency

Because of the interrelationship between parameters, frequency effects present some redun-

dancies with the effects discussed previously--and especially with the roughness effect. According to

the Rayleigh criterion, as frequency increases, the surface appears rougher. In the event of a specular

return, the sensor response should decrease as the surface appears rougher. In the event of a diffuse

return, the sensor response is more likely to increase because of an increase of the diffuse reflection

component.

A side effect of the frequency variation relates to the dielectric constant, since the dielectric

constant is frequency-dependent at microwave frequencies. A frequency increase will generally pro-

duce a decrease in dielectric constant. The resulting sensor response will behave according to the di-

electric effects discussed earlier. However, the dielectric constant is influencing the sensor response

to a lesser extent compared when to the influence felt by the roughness effect.

Frequency effects can be summarized as follows:

• A frequencyincreasegenerallyincreasesthe diffusereflectioncomponent and decreasesthe

specularcomponent due totheapparentincreaseinsurfaceroughness.

• A frequency increase will also correspond to a significantly lower decrease in reflected radiations

due to the dielectric constant decrease.

High frequenciesare sensitiveto small-scaleroughness,and low frequenciesare sensitiveto

large-scaleroughness.

Low frequencies are more sensitive to dielectric constant and moisture variations than are high

frequencies.
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Polarization

Surfacepropertiesaffect the polarization state of an incident wave, whether the wave was ini.

tially polarized or not. The Sun illumination is not polarized, but waves emitted by active sensors may

have a controlled polarization state and might be used for surface analysis. From the sensing side,

both passive and active sensors can detect the specific polarization state of received radiation. The

polarization or depolarization analysis of reflected and emitted radiations is based on either active or

passive sensors. This analysis can provide useful information about surface parameters.

An unpolarized or polarized illumination is reflected offa surface with a polarization or depolar-

ization state that depends on the surface roughness scale. This, therefore, can provide a way of disting-

uishing diffuse and specular reflection components.

As might be expected from the Fresnel reflection coefficients, upon specular reflection, the

horizontally reflected component is significantly larger than the vertically reflected component for

an initially unpolarized radiation. These effects are reversed for emitted radiations, where the vertical

polarizationishigherthan thehorizontalpolarizationforsmooth surfaces.

The behaviorofinitiallypolarizedincidentradiations(inthecaseofactivesensingonly)differs.

Depolarizationisvery low fora smooth toslightlysmooth surface.At near normal incidentangles,

however, the directhorizontalpolarizationHH (horizontalincidentpolarizationand horizontal

receivedpolarization)issimilartothe directverticalpolarizationVV. This behavior changes at

higherincidentangles,where the HH polarizationis higher than the VV polarization.For all

incidenceangles,however, the cross-polarizationHV or VH (horizontallyemittedpolarizationand

verticallyreceivedpolarization,and viceversa)isstillmuch lesssignificantthan is the direct

polarization.

For rough surfaces(vegetatedsurfaces,forexample),thereislittledifferencebetween polar-

izationsbecausedepolarizationishighforany incidentpolarizationstate.Therefore,both directand

crosspolarizationshave similarreturnsand are almostangle-independent.However, the VV return

isslightlyhigherthantheHH return.The returnmagnitudesare alsolowerthanthoseofspecularre-

flection.Emitted radiationsfollowthesame ruleutheyare unpolarizedintheeventofrough surfaces.

In the eventof activepolarizedsensing,direct-and cross-polarizedreturnspresentcasesof

particularly interest. For smooth surfaces, an incident linearly polarized illumination is not depolari-

zed at high incidence angles. A different effect is observed for rough surfaces, where linearly polariz-

ed illuminations are depolarized upon reflection. Thus, depolarization is related to surface roughness.

The effects of polarization are summarized as follows:
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Thespecular reflection of an unpolarized illumination is horizontally polarized (except for near

nadir angles where there is no significant depolarization). Horizontal polarization is higher than

vertical polarization (the effect is reversed for emitted radiations).

For a smooth surface,an incidentpolarizedradiationwillbe poorlydepolarized,whatever its

initialpolarization,sothatthe incidenceofcross-polarizationisvery low compared to that of

directpolarization.

• For smooth surfaces,horizontaldirectpolarizationissimilartoverticaldirectpolarizationatnear

normal anglesbutishigherathighangles(> 30 deg from normal).

• The depolarizationofincidentlinearpolarizedradiationsbecomes higherasroughnessincreases.

For diffuse reflections, the incident wave--whether polarization or not---is highly depolarized so

that direct- and cross-polarized returns have similar magnitudes. The same holds true for emitted

radiations from rough surfaces.

• For diffuse reflections, the scattering pattern is almost angle-independent.

• For diffusereflections,theVV polarizationisslightlyhigherthan theHH polarization.

• The relativedifferencebetween directhorizontaland verticalpolarizationsisrelatedtosurface

roughnessand thedielectricconstantofthesurfaceforbothpassiveand activesensors.

Adaptive multisensing strategy

The envisagedapproach forthe perceptionsystem design,which isbasedon missionrequire-

ments and environmentalconditionsanalysis,isto developan adaptivemultisensingstrategythat

willbe determinedaccordingtoilluminationconditions.We focusedour investigationsand analyses

on thefollowingissues:What sensorsand correspondingsensingmodalitieswillleadtothe bestesti-

mation oftheneeded surfaceparameters forany environmental conditions?And, how do we use the

theoreticalmodelstogetinformationaboutsurfaceparameters?
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Our attempttosolvetheseproblems ledtoatwo-stepapproach. (1)Selectthe bestappropri-

atedsetofsensorswithrespecttoilluminationconditions,sensorcapabilitiesand complementations,

and needed and known parameters. And, (2)fusethe receiveddata to get the needed parameters.

The followingparagraphsdescribetheconceptsand methods beingdevelopedforthesetwo steps.

The selectionof,amultisensingconfigurationcan be simplysimulatedby a tablewhere the

possiblemultisensingstrategiesarestored.Selectiontablecolumns containa listofsurfaceparame-

ters-roughness,dielectricconstant,range,orientation,and temperature.The tablerows containthe

differentavailablesensors---activeand passivemicrowave sensors,infraredsensors,visiblesensors,

a laserrange finder,and laserradar.For each needed parameter,multiplesensingstrategies--i.e.,

multiplesubsetsofsensorconfigurations--arepossible.The finalconfigurationisselectedaccording

to environmentalconditions.For example, a microwave strategywould preferablybe selecteddur-

inga lunar nightsincethe low frequencyofemittedradiationswould notbe perceivedusing infrared

sensorsbecauseofthelowertemperaturesofthelunarsurfaceduringthelunarnight.

Once the sensingconfigurationisselected,the perceiveddata have tobe fusedtoextractthe

neededparameters.We aredevelopingfuzzylogictechniquestoachievethismultisensorfusion.Com-

pared toclassicalfusiontechniques,fuzzylogicfusionhas thefollowingadvantages[sl:

Fuzzy logiciswellsuitedforcomplementary and dependent datafusionby means offuzzycombi-

nationrules.

Sinceremote sensingmodels are approximatemodelingsofthe electromagneticscatteringphe-

nomena, surfacepropertiescannotbedeterminedwithahighdegreeofaccuracy.Fuzzy logictech-

niquesallowus toprocessuncertain,incomplete,and ambiguous [9lmeasurements using simple

implementationmethods.

The fuzzydescriptionofa planetarysurfaceisconvenientforrovernavigationapplicationssince

the roverdoesnotneed a highlyprecisedescriptionofsurfacesfornavigationalpurposes.

Fuzzy logicalsoallowsnew informationtobededuced from senseddata.
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Conclusion

The objectiveofthe conceptualperceptionsystem,which has been described,istoovercome

difficultiesrelatedtothespaceenvironment illumination.A visionsystem shouldbe abletoperceive

theplanetaryenvironmentforany locationand any time on the surfaceand toprovidea description

ofthesceneintermsofsurfaceroughness,materialidentification,and surfaceorientation.Multifre-

quency and multimode sensingdevicesareused toachievethisanalysis.The capabilitiesofsensors

--rangingfrom visibletoinfraredand microwaves--are exploitedbecause ofcomplementary capa-

bilitiesintermsofenvironmentaloperativeness(e.g.,dust,rain,fog,night,etc.)and interms oftheir

sensitivitytotherequiredsurfaceparameters (roughness,dielectricconstant,and orientation).

So far,perceptionproblemsrelatedtospaceenvironmentalconditionshave been identified,an

approach forovercoming theseproblems has been analyzed and selected,the theoreticalbasisfor

approach implementationhas been settled,surfaceparametersand theirrelativeinfluenceon sensor

returnshave beenidentifiedand modelizedforeachsensor,and sensingstrategiesforsurfaceparam-

eterperceptionhave been identified.The next stepsthatwillleadtothedevelopment ofan assured

visionsystem aretoimplement and testtherulesforsensorselectionand sensorfusion--rulesthat

willleadtotherecoveringofsurfaceparameters.
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